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Yugumo NBY Banking Booth

The Yugumo NBY Banking Booth connects to the National Bank of Yamatai through KAIMON's
SYNC/PANTHEON connection module. It became active in YE 45.

Yugumo Banking Booth
Year of Creation YE 45

Designer Yugumo Corporation, National Bank of Yamatai
Nomenclature Type 45
Manufacturer Yugumo Corporation

Fielded by Yugumo Corporation,Yugumo Merchant Spacy, Yamatai Star Empire
Availability Mass Production

History and Background

In YE 45, the Yugumo Corporation partnered with the National Bank of Yamatai to design an automated
banking booth so that customers could access banking services on space stations or starships.

Function and Design

The automated banking booth has a space-efficient design, fitting comfortably within the starship's
passenger or crew deck. It is easily recognizable with the National Bank of Yamatai logo prominently
displayed, ensuring it catches the eye of users. The booth is equipped with a volumetric privacy screen
for privacy during transactions.
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Usage

Travelers and crew members can access their National Bank of Yamatai accounts by inputting their
account details and using a secure PANTHEON authentication method, or a biometric scan. This grants
them access to account balances, transaction history, and other account-related details. The booth
utilizes the KAIMON SYNC/PANTHEON connection module to securely connect to the bank to process
transactions using the KS Card Reader and provide services to their customers.

Funds Transfer

Users can initiate funds transfers between their National Bank of Yamatai accounts, enabling them to
manage their finances while in transit. They can send money to family members, and business
associates, or make payments for onboard expenses. They can also reload and manage the KS Card they
were issued. The machine is even capable of issuing replacement cards.

Deposits and Withdrawals

The booth supports both cash deposits and withdrawals in various printed denominations (including
Printed Bellflower Notes, accommodating the financial needs of passengers and crew members. Users
can deposit earnings or withdraw cash for immediate expenses.
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Currency Exchange

Travelers have the option to exchange other currencies on the International Currency Exchange for KS,
the official currency of the Yamatai Star Empire, right at the booth. This service ensures easy access to
local currency for onboard spending or other currencies for traveling.

Loan Applications

Users can initiate the loan application process for personal and business loans. They can input basic
information and upload necessary documents, receiving preliminary loan approval or further instructions.

Account Management

Users can modify their account settings, update contact information, and set up account alerts and
notifications for real-time updates on financial activities.

Customer Support

In case of any issues or inquiries, users can access a remote customer support agent or request
assistance from an onboard banking representative in person or through a secured video call feature
within the booth.
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